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“It is a matter of ... exerting force on a site, and to open up within the site a whole range of social and economic possibilities ... (but 

the place) is too commanding ... It exerts too strong a force, establishes too many tensions, speaks boldly of ambition and local power. 

(The scheme’s) aim is to redefi ne the site by deepening its associations. To make the (site’s) uses seem natural, as if sanctioned by 

long association. To appropriate a future for it. But its aim is also to make the site itself more complex, and more open, therefore, to 

possibilities; to add to climate and vegetation a cultural dimension, and in this way to summon up a future that will be determined not 

(only) by nature or past history but by the new forces that can be called on to the scene.”

With apologies to David Malouf, Boyer Lectures 1998

This scheme will give Sydney a great 

new western precinct. 

The design will:

- Bring the city back into contact 

with the harbour

- Make a generous new public 

realm that completes the layout of 

the city, creating multiple connec-

tions and linkages.

- Form a new relationship be-

tween the city centre, a public fore-

shore and the water’s edge, creating 

a vibrant new place for all Sydney

- Provide new harbour-front 

parklands; with a multitude of plac-

es, landscapes and opportunities to 

engage with the water’s edge.

- Give Sydney a great new street, 

that complements Macquarie Street; 

defi ning the western edge of the city 

and ensuring that the extensive 

parklands will remain as inalienable 

public lands in perpuity.

- Create public places and public 

rooms, to bring vitality and equity for 

all the people of Sydney, as well as 

special intimate spaces that engage 

with local neighbourhoods

- Generate a vibrant new city quarter, 

accommodating working, living, 

commerce and recreation within 

generous and dignifi ed public do-

main.

The design draws on an 

understanding of the site, its 

physicality, history and contribution 

to Sydney’s development.

This is a sustainable project, fusing 

environmental, social and economic 

concerns to create a world-class 

place for Sydney. It is able to be 

fl exibly staged and delivered, in 

response to changing public 

expectations, civic requirements 

social needs and market pressures.

It is a design that will create a great 

public legacy for Sydney, and future 

generations.

A decisive strategy to open the city to its western shore
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